
 BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
10/1/21 Driver cited for no driver’s license; advised on window tint.  One-car accident on I-480 E/B; 

vehicle rolled over; information taken for report; driver transported to hospital; vehicle 
towed.  Downed wires removed from roadway on West 5th; telephone and cable companies 
notified.  Report of attempted catalytic converter theft in progress from business on Tuxedo; 
suspects gone on arrival.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.  Driver on Granger 
Road cited for expired registration.  Driver on West 7th cited for stop sign violation.  Driver 
on I-480 E/B cited for speed.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for driving under suspension; 
vehicle towed.   

 
10/2/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension.  Disabled semi on I-480 W/B; 

tow on scene; provided traffic control until cleared. 
 
10/3/21 Provided mutual aid to Garfield Heights PD regarding accident on Granger Road; OSP on 

scene.  Alert by Flock camera of vehicle stolen out of Cleveland Heights traveling in area; 
driver located, taken into custody and charged with receiving stolen property; transported 
to North Royalton jail.  Traffic stop; party taken into custody for active warrant; turned over 
to Parma PD.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension and speed 51/35.   

 
10/4/21 Driver on Schaaf Road cited for driving under suspension; driver turned over to Parma PD 

on active warrant; vehicle released to owner.  Traffic stop; driver having medical 
emergency; escorted to hospital.  Semi parked on Lancaster / Keynote; advised to move; 
complied.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed and driving under suspension.  Driver 
on I-480 W/B cited for speed.  Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed.  Report of accident on 
I-480 W/B; located in Cleveland; OSP on scene stated Cleveland PD will handle.   

 
10/5/21 Assisted Cleveland PD trying to locate male running on foot in the Jennings Road area; 

unable to locate.  Alert by Flock camera of warrant for party associated with license plate 
of car traveling in area; located on Granger Road; driver cited for no driver’s license and 
passenger advised and released on all warrants; vehicle towed.   

 
10/6/21 Two vehicles driving erratically on West Schaaf / Van Epps; unable to locate.  Suspicious 

vehicle in driveway of residence on DiFranco Blvd.; driver stated he was lost; advised 
private property.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for speed 79/60.   

 
10/7/21 Two-car accident Brookpark Road exit; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead; 

information taken for report.  Driver cited for expired plates.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for 
marked lanes.  Driver on Van Epps cited for fictitious plates. 

 
10/8/21 Driver on I-480 E/B lost control of vehicle, spun out and ended up in grassy median; cited 

for failure to maintain reasonable control.  Resident reporting possible attempted garage 
break-in; checked okay; no cause; special attention to area.  Report of male acting 
erratically on Granger Road; located gun and drugs in vehicle; taken into custody; vehicle 
towed; transported to Strongsville jail.  Party reporting theft of items from residence on Van 
Epps; will provide list of stolen items; report taken.  Fraud report taken for business on 
Keynote Circle.   Report of erratic driver on Granger Road; gone on arrival.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for speed 51/35.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed and improper 
lane change.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.   

 
10/9/21 Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD regarding fight at Granger Road gas station; vehicle 

fled and crashed; one male in custody; additional male fled on foot; perimeter set up in 
area.  Report of possible breaking and entering in progress on Belmont Drive; perimeter 
checked secure; no cause; advised caller.  Three-car accident on 176 N/B; no injuries; 
driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; no injuries; 
driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Report of vehicle driving in reverse on I-480 
E/B; vehicle turned around and was gone on arrival; Independence PD notified.  Party on 



station reporting a hit/skip accident; statement taken.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
speed, improper lane change, no driver’s license and child restraint violation; vehicle 
towed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed; 
transported to residence.  Driver on Tuxedo cited for turn signal violation.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for driving under suspension; turned over to Broadview Heights PD on 
active warrants.   

 
10/10/21 Two drivers on E. Schaaf cited for speed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under 

suspension; vehicle turned over to valid driver.  Driver on Lancaster arrested for OVI, BAC 
>.08, driving left of center and open container in motor vehicle; vehicle towed; released on 
personal bond.   

 
10/11/21 Driver cited for failure to reinstate license; advised and released on warrants; vehicle turned 

over to valid driver.  Contact made with suspect in fraud case; charged with theft.  Driver 
on Schaaf Road cited for speed 39/25; passenger advised on warrants with North Randall 
PD; advised on open container and littering.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed 91/60.  
Driver on I-480 E/B ramp cited for expired plates and driving under suspension; vehicle 
towed.   

 
10/12/21 Parma PD requesting assistance locating female in Village Park; same located by Parma 

PD.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 54/35.  Driver on Schaaf Road cited for speed 
41/25.   

 
10/13/21 One-car accident I-480 E/B; same located in Cleveland; Cleveland PD to handle.  Driver 

on Granger Road cited for speed 59/35.   
 
10/14/21 Report of injured deer I-480 W/B; unable to locate.  Report of possible break-in at business; 

walked through and checked okay; no cause.  Report of dog left in hot car at business on 
Keynote; checked okay; owner advised.   Provided traffic control for semi needing turned 
around; same advised and on way.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.  Driver on 
West 8th cited for stop sign violation.  Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD searching for 
suicidal male; unable to locate.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed.   

 
10/15/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension; vehicle turned over to valid driver.  Assisted OSP 

with disabled vehicle on I-480 E/B.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for failure to yield to public 
safety vehicle and expired plates.  Report of disturbance at business on Van Epps; 
intoxicated male employee asked to leave by management; complied; given courtesy ride 
to residence.  Driver on Schaaf Road cited for speed.  Driver on West 8th cited for stop sign 
violation.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed and driving under suspension; vehicle 
turned over to valid driver.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speeding and driving under 
suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension 
and expired registration.   

 
10/16/21 Party in park advised on park hours; complied.  Driver on Schaaf Road cited for speed and 

driving under suspension.  Three loose dogs found on West 6th and Tuxedo; picked up by 
animal warden.  Four-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear distance 
ahead; two vehicles towed.  Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD regarding eight-car 
accident on bridge; assisted with traffic control.  Report of three juveniles vandalizing fence 
in Village Park; checked ok; no damage observed.  Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed.  
Two drivers on I-480 E/B cited for speed.  Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed and booster 
seat violation.   

 
10/17/21 Business on Van Epps reporting theft of trailer with miscellaneous items inside; information 

taken for report.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for expired tags.  Report of vehicle lock-out on 
Lancaster; entry gained.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 60/35.  Driver on Tuxedo 
and Granger Road taken into custody and charged with OVI, refusal and failure to yield; 
vehicle towed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension; vehicle turned 
over to valid driver.   

 



10/18/21 Report of deceased dog in construction zone 176 N/B ramp; ODOT notified.  Driver cited 
for speed 50/35 and driving under suspension.  Dog found in park; transported to police 
station; picked up by animal warden.  Alert by Flock camera of owner/operator with felony 
warrant out of CCSO; driver stopped and transported.   

 
10/19/21 Cleveland Dispatch advised Chagrin Valley Dispatch of shots fired from a vehicle on I-480 

E/B near 77; unable to locate shell casings; no report.  Resident reporting video from 
camera captured someone on porch; checked okay; campaign solicitor.  Driver on E. 
Schaaf cited for speed 42/25.   

 
10/20/21 Business on Granger Road reporting theft of catalytic converter; information taken for 

report.  Noise complaint on Schaaf Lane; advised to stop setting off fire crackers; will 
comply.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 67/35.   

 
10/21/21 Observed semi traveling N/B on Lancaster; driver stated was following GPS and turned 

around when he noticed residential area; no damage observed.  Driver on Granger Road 
cited for speed.  Report of deer with injured leg on West 7th; unable to locate.  Provided 
mutual aid to Newburgh Heights PD regarding male that made threats to girlfriend; assisted 
with perimeter; male in custody without issue; female safe.  Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; 
no injuries; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead; report taken.  Driver on Granger 
Road cited for speed.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  Driver on Granger Road taken 
into custody and charged with OVI, BAC, speed and fictitious plates; transported to North 
Royalton jail; vehicle towed.   

 
10/22/21 Assisted Independence PD with accident on I-480 W/B.  Vehicle lockout at business on 

Valley Belt; entry gained.  Driver cited for driving under suspension and seat belt violation; 
vehicle towed.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear distance 
ahead; vehicle towed; victim vehicle fled scene.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed.  Driver 
on Granger Road cited for improper lane change and no driver’s license.  Driver on I-480 
E/B taken into custody and charged with OVI, drug trafficking and having weapons while 
under disability; transported to North Royalton jail; vehicle towed. 

 
10/23/21 Party on station reporting striking deer with vehicle; report taken; deer located and removed 

by ODOT.  Driver cited for speed and expired plates.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver 
cited for improper lane change.  Report of two male solicitors on Dorset Drive; checked 
area; unable to locate.  Disturbance reported on Tuxedo; one party transported to hospital.  
Two drivers on I-480 E/B cited for speed.  Driver on Granger Road taken into custody and 
charged with OVI and felony drug possession; transported to North Royalton jail; 
passenger advised on warrants; vehicle towed.   

 
10/24/21 Report of unwanted guest at residence on Tuxedo; parties separated for the night; one 

party transported to Maple Hts.  Parties in park after hours; advised to leave; complied.  
Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed.  IPhone found on West 8th; turned over to police officer.  
Alert from Seven Hills PD requesting a park check for male they are trying to locate; park 
checks clear.  Report from Sirius XM of a stolen vehicle on Hayes Drive; checked 
surrounding area; unable to locate.  Erratic driver on Brookpark Road taken into custody 
and charged with OVI; released on personal bond; vehicle towed.   

 
10/25/21 Located vehicle with heavy damage on Granger Road; driver stated he was involved in 

hit/skip in Independence; Independence and Garfield Heights notified; vehicle towed; driver 
transported to residence.  Traffic stop on driver with felony warrants in Geauga County; 
transported to Bainbridge PD.   

 
10/26/21 Report of disturbance on W. Schaaf Road; party transported to hospital.  Loose dog on 

Tuxedo and West 5th; transported to police station; reunited with owner along with other 
dog found on Hilltop.   

 
10/27/21 Located deceased dog on I-480 E/B; ODOT notified.  Report of suspicious vehicle near 

Hilltop; located vehicle in park with male driver inside; advised to leave park; complied.  



Party on station reporting catalytic converter theft from parking lot on Brookpark Road.  
Accident report taken for two vehicles that struck deer.  Report of water main break on 
Tuxedo and Schaaf; Water Department notified.   

 
10/28/21 Assisted Valley View PD on Canal Road regarding possible breaking and entering in 

progress; checked okay.  Water main break reported at Tuxedo / Schaaf; road closed at 
Granger until repaired by Water Department.  Two drivers on Tuxedo cited for driving on 
closed road.  Driver cited for speed on Schaaf / Marengo.  Driver on Granger Road taken 
into custody and charged with OVI and red light violation; vehicle towed; transported to 
North Royalton jail.  Report of mattress in roadway on I-480 E/B; moved to berm; ODOT 
notified.   

 
10/29/21 Report of male hitting golf balls near business on Eastview; spoke to employees on 

construction lot on Van Epps; advised and will comply.  Driver on Schaaf Road cited for 
speed 52/25.  Two drivers cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for 
reckless operation.  Two additional drivers on I-480 E/B cited for speed 83/60 and 81/60.  
Driver on Lancaster cited for speed 54/35.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 48/35.   

 
10/30/21 Report of shots fired in Village Park; three suspects taken into custody and cited for 

prohibited park hours, discharging a firearm and damage to property; further investigation 
pending.  Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD checking area near Route 21 regarding 
an abandoned stolen vehicle.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed, driving under 
suspension and booster seat violation.  Driver on Granger Road cited for expired 
registration.  Driver taken into custody and charged with OVI, BAC, driving on wrong side 
of highway and open container; vehicle towed; transported to North Royalton jail.  
Transported pedestrian on I-480 E/B to Get-Go on Transportation.   

 
10/31/21 Assisted Valley View PD with report of shots fired at Lombardo Park; unable to locate.  

Couple on station regarding verbal altercation; parties will separate for the night; Cleveland 
residents; advised to contact Cleveland PD if further assistance needed.  Driver on Schaaf 
Road cited for speed.  Resident on Tuxedo reporting property damage; captured on Ring 
Video; report taken.  Lost dog dropped off at station by Fire Department; dog reunited with 
owner.  Report of female passed out in vehicle blocking I-480 E/B; unable to locate.   

 
 


